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Common but Differentiated Responsibilities

The Kyoto Protocol





From « economic development/recovery 
first » to « growth with carbon prices »



The cost of non-action

• Traditional view (EKC): 
Conciliation→→→→Dashboard
-Partial equilibrium
-Environmenal quality as a

superior good, but Porter?

• Emerging view: 

Integration → → → →Green Ac.; Genuine Saving
-Global equilibrium view (all sectors 
concerned by transition to low-carbon 
economies)

-Early action justified (by infractructure 
irreversibilities; by learning curves, by 
option values)



Impacts (Ipcc wg2 AR5)



« [Economic models underestimate risk] because their assumptions 
come close to assuming that the impacts and costs will be modest and

close to excluding the possibility of catastrophic outcomes »
Stern, JEL, 2013

• Assumptions that drive this underestimation: exogenous drivers of
growth in « one-good » models; « multiplicative » and quantitavely 
weak damage functions; very limited distributions of risks

• Direct agricultural losses (cf 3% on Indian GDP): leave out
dramatic changes on the monsoon, the melting of Himalayan 
snows and disturbances of river flows and flooding; summer 
temperatures beyond human tolerance; population movement as a
result of such effects and so on

• Ways forward in incorporating the scale and long-lasting effects: 
damage to stocks of capital or land; to social and organizational
capital; to overall factor productivity; to learning and endogenous 
growth





Mitigation policies as ‘investments’
→→→→CBA 

(with dificult methodological issues. cf Gollier)

Term structures as a function of short-term 
expectations

6

Climate damages are uncertain. Risk
premiums for the evaluation of 
mitigation policies depend on their 
correlation with growth.



Economic framework for sustainable growth
(RB; DR citations)

• « All economies face significant and diverse economic risks from 
climate change »

• « We are capable of managing climate risk as we manage risk in 
many other areas of our economies, but only if we start to change 
our business and public policy today »

• « Long-term growth needs structural change: emergence and 
expansion of new industries, and movement of labor from 
traditional into modern industries »

• « We need to start with diagnostics of what is blocking structural 
transformation: human capital? labor market imperfections?
credit constraint? financial markets performance? lack of 
investment protection…»
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European 2009 Climate-Energy Package 

Experience



A carbon price vanishes…



Overlapping Instruments (from Marcantonini)



Quantitative objectives drive out economic
instruments… (from Koch et al., En.Pol., 2014)



The Cost of Renewables Mandates
(from Marcantonini) 



Sweden: carbon prices since 1991



Towards the integration of local 
initiatives?



Establishing long-term cooperative
action for a global public good



Emissions pathways
How to explain their lack of ambition?



References (I)
Natural ressources economics

• Overexploitation if free-access
• Need for efficient access incentives (price signals of 

scarcity, or of renewability constraints)
• Distributive choices to be made
• …but not a burden-sharing game: a « surplus »  game!
• Success stories are associated with: common vision of 

scarcities by the different agents; global governance; 
acceptability of controls…



References (II)
Game theory for the production 

of environmental quality

• Externality: the subscription equilibrium is associated 
with underprovision of public good; need to internalize 
the positive externality ( or to put in line agents 
objectives and collective surplus, for a cooperative
action; cf partnerships)

• Free-Riding: informational rents; need for menus…
• Ex; Martimort, Sand-Zantman

– Trade-off between incentives and participation
– The optimal mechanism combines a market mechanism and 

contrbutions



After Copenhague commitments



Contractual pathways? (I)



Contractual pathways? (II)



Coming back to fundamental 
(exacerbated) problems

• Long-term horizon (cf SO2)
• Heterogeneity of countries (cf allowances for artisanal 

fleets)
• Uncertainties (cf. anti-earthquake buildings)

• Countries: unability to commit; internal political 
economy constraints

• What will be the remainder of the emissions budget for 
the « new» emitters?



Heterogeneous discount rates 
between countries?

•La persistance des chocs sur le taux de croissance justifie une La persistance des chocs sur le taux de croissance justifie une La persistance des chocs sur le taux de croissance justifie une La persistance des chocs sur le taux de croissance justifie une structure par terme dstructure par terme dstructure par terme dstructure par terme déééécroissante. Ecroissante. Ecroissante. Ecroissante. E



Impact of the discount rate on the pace of 
depletion of a carbon budget

« Higher immediate rate of extraction with increased discount rate »
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How to share our global carbon budget?

emissions Residual budget
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Negociations dynamics
not decide anything until everything is decided ?

Beccherle & Tirole analyse the strategic implications ofdelayed climate negotiations, and argue that
countries will engage in suboptimal efforts to reduce their emissions in the next years. The authors considera
two-period framework, where the ''date-1' policy choice affects the region's marginal cost of 'date-2'
abatement, which in turn implies that the region's date-1 policy choice is made with an eye on future
negotiations. 

Short-lasting agreements lead to higher pollution than no agreement at all.

• Delaying negotiation always raises date-2 emissions compared to the first-best. Indeed, delayed negotiation 
may be worse than no negotiation at all.

• Delayed negotiations lead to high future emissions through an excessive issuance of forward or bankable 
permits. If an ambitious climate treaty is impossibletoday, countries should at least agree to limit banking 
and forward-selling.

• The more stringent the first-period pollution control policy, the lower the second-period pollution. In
particular, applied to the case in which negotiations aredelayed, by adopting loose pollution control policies
in the first-period, a region can credibly commit to high date-2 pollution, were the negotiation to break down. 



Climate policies for development

• Mitigation is an investment, to reduce climate change 
risks. There is no need to hide immediate costs. What is 
important is to put the « (net) cost of non action » in 
sunshine.

• When effective, « command and control » policies are 
excessively costly. Establishing carbon prices todayand
for the future (and their governance) are top priorities.

• If not counter-productive, short-period objectives do 
not help for credible cooperative action . Cooperation 
must be established with the horizon of development.


